
SHORE CASE STUDY

HEADS COIFFURE

Thanks to SHORE, Sebastian’s hairstyling salon, HEADS Coiffure, now receives 10% more spon-
taneous appointment bookings. Cancellations have already been reduced by 40% and due to 
SHORE, 4–5 new clients visit Sebastian’s salon each month – without the need for expensive 
advertising campaigns. 



“I don’t know what I’d do without SHORE! It’s the 
perfect addition to my salon.” 

Sebastian Rumpf, Manager 
HEADS Coiffure, Bern

ABOUT HEADS COIFFURE

As soon as he finished school, Sebastian knew he wanted to 
be a hairstylist. Before starting work at HEADS Coiffure, he at-
tended training courses, worked as a women’s hairstylist and 
gained work experience in Geneva. As a successful stylist, he 
also worked as an instructor for Schwarzkopf until taking over 
as Manager at HEADS Coiffure in 2001.
This was a great milestone for Sebastian, since running his own 
salon had been his goal since he was very young. Being his own 
boss enabled him to decide which philosophy he and his staff 
should abide by. He was excited about being responsible for 
himself as well as for his three staff members.
“I wanted to create my own atmosphere. In my salon, you 
should enjoy working and have fun. It’s very important to me 
that our customers feel comfortable and relaxed.”
Sebastian runs his salon according to “Pivot Point” – the voca-
tional education and training program for hairstylists in Germa-
ny, Switzerland and Austria – which gives it a real USP. He used 
to be a Pivot Point instructor himself and regularly conducted 

seminars. Not only is it important to Sebastian that his custom-
ers leave the salon with beautiful hair, but also that the tech-
nology he uses combines design and science and thus provides 
the ideal result for his clients.
Sebastian’s future goal is to go beyond studying European hair-
styling trends. He wants to travel and train around the world, 
opening hairstyling schools in other countries.

Name HEADS Coiffure

Industry Hairstyling

Product SHORE CRM, Online Booking

Country Switzerland

Town Bern

Company 
size 4 staff members
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THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

For many years, Sebastian had been using a cash register sys-
tem that also allowed him to manage his client details. How-
ever, the system could not support him in all salon matters. 
For example, the appointment book at HEADS Coiffure was still 
filled out by hand, and that meant that it took a while before an 
appointment was entered. It also took more time to manage if 
appointments were moved or cancelled. 
“My staff had to write the calendar in advance every  
month – it was not a popular task. It was also difficult to rec-
ognize the time slots, and it always took a long time to find ap-
pointments if clients wanted to change them –particularly if it 
wasn’t your own client.”
Cancellations and latecomers also posed problems for Sebas-

tian’s team. When customers arrived late, the daily schedule in 
the salon was disrupted and other clients had to wait longer 
than necessary for their appointments. 
Another problem was that e-mail correspondence at HEADS 
Coiffure was very awkward. It took a long time to arrange ap-
pointments via e-mail because suggested time slots were often 
already taken by the time the client answered the mail. Then 
they had to start all over again. 
Sebastian knew that his salon could not deal with these circum-
stances in the long term. He wanted his clients to feel comfort-
able and relaxed and that should start from the moment they 
book their appointment.

Handwritten appointment calendar

Latecomers and cancellations

Time-consuming e-mail correspondence

Unclear appointment management

Sebastian had already had visits from other representatives 
presenting software solutions for online booking systems. How-
ever, none of the products really felt right until he saw SHORE. 
“I was immediately impressed with the professionalism of 
the design and the presentation. I particularly liked the way 
I could adapt the system to suit the requirements of my  
salon.”
Now Sebastian and his team can manage appointments with 
SHORE Online Booking and with the SHORE Business App when 
they’re out and about. Appointments can be personally tailored 
according to the services that HEADS Coiffure provides. They 
are all entered into the system, including the required working 
processes and the time needed to carry them out. “If I know 
that I’ll need more or less time with a certain customer, then I 
can adjust appointments after I’ve entered them. That means 
that everything is perfectly noted in my calendar.”
In order to ensure that all members of his staff can also access 
their own appointments in the calendar, Sebastian has allocat-

ed a different color to each stylist. This makes it easy to dif-
ferentiate between appointments and prevent the team from 
wondering which client belongs to which stylist. This saves time 
for the entire team; clients are served more quickly and receive 
more personal attention.
“I am amazed that I’ve also managed to gain new clients via 
SHORE, even though I didn’t take out any ads!” Thanks to 
SHORE, Sebastian now acquires 4–5 new clients per month 
because they can book appointments directly on his website. 
Not only do clients who come to HEADS Coiffure 
feel comfortable and relaxed; Sebastian and his staff  
 can also go about their daily business in a much more relaxed 
manner.

Simple appointment management

Individual appointment calendar design

Color-coding for staff members

New clients gained via SHORE.
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http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-online-booking
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.termine24.merchant&hl=de


REQUEST A DEMO

“My clients are delighted when they are reminded of their appointment a 
day in advance via text message.”

THE RESULT

fewer cancellations.new clients per month.more spontaneous ap-
pointment bookings.

40% 10%  4–5
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http://www.shore.com/us/free-demo-request?__hssc=10434922.1.1462778748817&__hstc=10434922.b023d06f05602dd7e6f948665e9f0dff.1462285846301.1462286486297.1462778748817.3&__hsfp=2044772328&hsCtaTracking=11c3e821-1692-45fb-839f-5fcebbfce70f%7Ca11c8f15-3eb5-4c5d-b9a2-54846452677f

